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Vixen Tor on a winter’s morning 
Okochi Sanso Garden, Kyoto 
Photo by Hywel Edwards 

See article inside 

Members of several U3As as seen by a drone at 

Meavy Green 
Photo by John Noblet (but he was not operating 

the drone!) 
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Paul’s Message 

 

 

Y 
ou can’t teach an old dog new tricks. Actually, in the case 
of our dog you couldn’t teach her new tricks when she was 
young either, but then she’s a pointy-nosed terrier and that 
may account for it.  

 

As a medical student I was taught that we are born with so many 
billion brain cells and that as we age they die off and are not 
replaced, which is not a very cheerful prospect. Later we were 
introduced to the idea of brain plasticity. This does not mean that 
the brain is made of plastic but rather that it retains the ability to 
modify itself to some extent, even in old age. Brain function 
depends on brain cells being able to communicate with one 
another by means of tree-like connections, known as dendrites. 

Current evidence suggests that this process of re-wiring continues throughout life and is the basis of 
learning. More recently I saw a report in one of the newspapers that there is now evidence that new 
brain cells continue to be formed even late in life. This is a complete reversal of what I was originally 
taught and remains controversial but it sounds much more optimistic. What seems clear, however, is 
that it is a case of “use it or lose it”.  
 

If you are reading this then you are likely to be a member of the U3A and a convert to the idea of life-

long learning. Your membership brings with it opportunities to do everything you need to keep your 
brain healthy and flexible. The key factors appear to be social activity, physical activity, and mental 
activity. Add eating well – don’t forget the oily fish – and membership of the U3A ticks all the boxes. 
 

It is interesting how our experience of the world changes. Many of you will know that I used to work 
as a paediatrician at Derriford Hospital caring for children with cancer and leukaemia, amongst 
others. My life revolved around babies, children and young people, and the only elderly people I met 
were their grandparents. Now that I have retired I spend most of my time with older people and the 
youngsters I meet are their grandchildren, and our own. However, since I joined the U3A I have had 
to reconsider my concept of “old age”. I have learnt that age really is only a number, a label if you like. 
It does not define who or what we are. Some of us may be physically frail whilst others remain 
sprightly. What unites us, however, is our thirst for knowledge and our abiding interest in the world. I 
never fail to marvel at how many members come to listen to the speakers at our monthly general 
meetings and the wide range of fascinating topics we have the opportunity to hear about. 
Furthermore, we can feel justly proud of the number and variety of special interest groups we can 
take part in. There truly is something for everybody.  
 

The success of our U3A depends on both giving and receiving. Some of our groups are victims of 
their own success. Many are restricted to a certain number of participants and it can be difficult for 
new members to join in. If your favourite group is full and closed to new members, please do think 
about creating a new “daughter” group. Being a group leader, or facilitator, need not be arduous and 
the group coordinator and your committee will support you. You do not have to be an expert in the 
particular subject.  I lead an Italian group but I do not speak fluent Italian and I consider myself to be 
as much a student as the other participants. You do, however, need to be willing to facilitate and 
organise your group, although some of these tasks could be shared with other members.  
 

Having taken on the role of chairman I look forward to meeting and getting to know as many of you as 
possible. Please look out for me at our monthly meetings and come and say hello. In the meantime 
make the most of everything the U3A has to offer. Remain interested in the world, keep learning 1 
and may your brain be plastic! 
 

Paul Ward 
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A 
s some of you know, I took over the role of Speaker Secretary at the AGM in March and 
have now started on the rather daunting task of filling 36  speaker slots between January 
2020 and December 2022. 

 

I am pleased and touched that several members have already sent or given me suggestions of 
people to approach and that other members have offered to speak themselves. I now have quite 
a long list. However, I am quite sure that there are a number of you out there who will either know 
someone who would be a suitable speaker or who would be prepared to speak yourselves. I 
should love to hear from you! 
 

Separately, chatting recently to a friend about our respective U3A branches, she mentioned that 
at their branch monthly meeting, they sometimes have, instead of one speaker, a number of 
members who each say something  about some aspect of their life  - perhaps some escapade 
they were involved in when young(er) or a particularly interesting job which they had when 
working.  
 

I was reminded of this conversation shortly afterwards, when at a U3A group meeting, one 
member of the group mentioned an incident which had occurred during their career. It would be 
inappropriate to go into detail here, but it involved breasts and the need for this individual and 
their colleague to rather quickly ensure their return to the inside of the lady concerned’s clothing 
before the incident was recorded on camera.  
 

Just one example. I am sure that, between the nearly 400 of you, there are very many more. 
 

Do please feel free to email or phone me or to approach me at one of our monthly meetings.  
 

Jane Ward 

Speaker Secretary 

 

jane.paulward@gmail.com 

 

01822 620608 

    Wanted!  
      Speakers 

 

Email Addresses 

 

If you have an email address, and there cannot be many who haven’t, but are not sure 
whether Tavy District U3A have your email address, can you:                                            
email Randall at randall@abatos.org  
or even give him a ring on 859167?   
 

It would save events organisers a lot of time. Thanks.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Snowdrops and Gobbett Mine 

 

A 
n intrepid group of walkers set out on a very 
blustery day to enjoy the delights of a good walk 
followed by lunch at The Forest Inn at Hexworthy. 

 

St Raphael’s Church at Huccaby is renowned for its 
wonderful snowdrop display and we enjoyed meandering 
around the outside and then stepped into the church.  
Built by Miles Fuller, the rector of Lydford, in 1868 to 
enable his parishioners to go a church without a very long 
moorland trek each Sunday, it was decided to fully utilise 
the building and it also became the school for the local 
children.  As we went in it reminded some of us of our 
own school days in very rural areas with the double desks 
and ink wells, and the essential stove! 
 

The site at Gobbett Mine showed all the signs of tin 
mining from the 19

th
 century.  There is a very fine granite 

portal, and one of the gerts has been adapted to carry a 
water pipe from the Swincombe to the Venford reservoir. 
 

A circular route over the river and onto open moorland, 
dropping down through a very large timber yard 
completed the morning. 
 

It was a very interesting and enjoyable day out.  Thanks 
to Chris and Jennie who organised this walk. 
 

Janet Hunt 

 

Summer Evening 
Tavistock Walks  

 

Tuesday May 7th                           - 
Abbey Remains 

 

Tuesday May 21st                         - 
Dolvin Road Cemetery 

 

Repeated on: 
 

Wednesday June 5th                     - 
Abbey Remains 

 

Wednesday June 19th                   - 
Dolvin Road Cemetery 

 

All walks limited to 20 
people. Meet at the Museum at 
7.00pm. 
 

You must sign in at the U3A 
meeting if you wish to join these 
walks. 
 

Linda Elliott 

 

Snowdrops at St 
Raphael’s chapel. 
 

Photo by John Noblet 
 

PS. Did you know that 
it is the only Anglican 
chapel in the country 
dedicated to the 
Archangel Raphael? 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Bird Watching Group - Boat trip on the River Exe 

 

C 
an you remember where you were the day the snow came at the end of January? At 
home with a good book and a log fire perhaps? Well for the hardy folk of the Bird 
Watching Group this was not enough so they went on a boat trip up the River Exe on 

Friday 1st February. 
 

The group met the night before in the Premier Inn in Exmouth. Tavistock may not have wanted 
one but the hotel in Exmouth was clean, friendly and nicely situated on the seafront; breakfast 
was good too. That said we decided not to eat dinner at the hotel but to go out to the Rockfish 
restaurant down by the harbour. If you haven’t eaten there try it – well worth it. By the bye, there 
is a fish shop just opposite Rockfish that sells a very nice hot mackerel roll, also worth trying! 
 

The boat trip left Exmouth at 10.15. Oddly enough, it was only half full as many people had 
clearly looked at the weather and thought better of it. This meant we had the pick of places and 
as we were forewarned and had all worn our thermals we bravely chose a seat on the upper 
(and open) deck. The boat initially went out to sea before turning and heading upstream. A seal 
popped up briefly to inspect us but seeing little of interest quickly disappeared. Upstream there 
was a constant flow of birds with an informative commentary from the on-board specialist who 
told us where to look and what we were looking at; essential information for those of us who are 
not expert ‘twitchers’.  
 

Because of its importance to over-wintering birds the whole of the Exe estuary is a site of special 
scientific interest (SSSI). It protects over a quarter of the wintering population of Avocets and 
other birds to be found there include curlew, teal, Brent geese, oystercatchers, dunlin, redshank, 
mergansers, grey plover, and godwits. So all in all we were not short of birds to look at.  
All the time though the northerly wind off the Moor was getting colder and colder and despite the 
winter sun which finally put in an appearance the temperature dropped. So one by one we gave 
up the view from the top deck and went downstairs in search of coffee and hot pasties to help us 
thaw out. And as one can see perfectly well from the bottom deck, in the warmth, this was no 
hardship 

 

The boat trips last about 3 hours and an adult ticket costs £12.50. The bird group won’t be going 
again soon but if you want to try one there is always next year. Be sure to wrap up warm though. 
 

Roger Edmunds 

Embroidery Group 

 

W 
e have been very active, individually and for the community. We delivered a piece to 
Abbotsfield Hall Nursing Home entitled “Seaside”. This project was made up of 12 or 
so individual works mounted together to form a 6’ by 4’ piece which they liked. 

 

We have started another entitled “Gardens”  and have finished about four already. These are 
destined for another home in Tavistock. As well as this, we are making individual pin cushions 
based on a square which, by ingenious sewing, become circular.  Some folk are finishing 
special pieces or doing their own thing. 
 

At present we have no extra places but would welcome a waiting list as often not all members 
come every time.  
 

Kylie Martin 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Something Missing 

 

W 
hen you last looked at our astonishing list of groups, did you notice anything 
missing? Did you read right through the list of 35 or so, looking anxiously for the one 
you want? There’s no mention of it between Bird Watching and Bridge, I’ve looked. 

Yet we’re told we should all be doing it as it’s so much better than the supermarket variety. 
 

A Bread-making Group would be popular, I’m sure. All we need is a cheerful leader, someone 
with half a dozen ovens in their kitchen and the strength of mind to get everyone to clear up 
after them. Failing that, you have to find your own recipe in cookbooks or on the net. Basic 
bread is made from flour, yeast, water and salt. Baking should be easy; it’s the recipes that 
cause the trouble. 
 

If you make the mistake of going on ten websites to get a weather forecast for a day or two 
ahead you will get ten different results. (That is an aspect of modern meteorology that needs 
an urgent investigation. How can the super-computers churn out conflicting forecasts? Only 
humans can do that). You will therefore not be surprised that I found nineteen bread-making 
recipes all different. You are advised to use anything between 250 and 1360 gm of flour, Delia 
even says you must warm it first. Then you add water that’s hot, cool, lukewarm or cold; mix in 
anything from 5gm to 2 tbsp or no sugar; and use 4 to 14 gm of yeast. (Have you ever tried to 
weigh 4 grams of anything on your kitchen scales?) One recipe uses milk instead of water.  
 

Butter: difference of opinion here. The more recent ones have gone over to olive oil but a 
majority still recommend a small amount of butter, which in some cases must be unsalted. 
(Why use unsalted butter when you’re going to add salt anyway?). Salt: here’s where opinions 
differ radically. Most of them say 1 tsp which is about 8 gm, but Delia specifies 1 tbsp. Our old 
Good Housekeeping book (1969) asks for 6 tsp to make two large loaves. 
 

If all these are tried and tested, then why is real bread-making seen as a kind of art? My wife 
showed me how, and I got so big-headed about my skill that I tried to teach the lady next door, 
but she failed every time. ‘Good,’ Byron said, ‘but rarely came from good advice’. There are 
machines, of course, where you shove in all the ingredients, switch on, go to bed, and have 
new bread for breakfast next morning. Many have been bought but quite a few have gone in 
the attic along with all those other things that might come in useful one day. 
 

If you’ve never tried baking your own bread it may be because you can’t be bothered with all 
that kneading, which on TV seems to take a long time, while looking both highly skilled and 
happily slapdash. Don’t worry. What the experts never tell you is that kneading is not needed. 
An inexpensive electric mixer with a dough hook will do all the hard work. I’ve been baking 
bread for ten years and never kneaded by hand. 
 

Try strong white flour first – Allinsons from supermarkets or Wessex Mill from Roots & Vines. 
Look on their websites for instructions, but be careful when adding the water – never throw in 
the whole lot. Go carefully because you rarely need all of it. This is where mistakes are made, 
soggy loaves are hopefully baked, tasted, and thrown to the birds. 
 

I can’t see that The Bedford will ever consider lending us their kitchen one day a month, so it 
seems that a Bread-baking Group will never appear. You’re on your own. But it’s well worth a 
try. 

 

Ivor Williams 

  



 

 

 

All Paths Go Nowhere 

 

Y 
ou know the feeling. Those days when, despite your best efforts, things don’t quite go to 
plan. So it was a few weeks ago. You may recall that, back in March, the RHS garden at 
Rosemoor was having a community free day. I had thought that this was a super 

opportunity to do something a little bit different for the Walking group. We could go for a walk in 
the morning in an area normally considered a bit too far to travel and then go on to Rosemoor. 
We should be able to meet up with other U3A members who were just going to visit the garden. 
 

A week or so before, I checked out what I thought was a suitable walk from Torrington Commons 
(the site of one of the last Civil War battles in 1646), through the woods and then into the town. 
We would stop for coffee in the ‘secret garden’ that commemorates the five young boys who lost 
their lives in a fire in February 1942. They had been evacuated from their homes in other parts of 
the country for safety, only to die so tragically. 
 

Then a path high above the River Torridge, with splendid views towards Rosemoor before getting 
there just in time for lunch. A splendid and varied walk, I thought. What could possibly go wrong? 

On the day it went well. The weather was warm and sunny and better than had been forecast. 
We relaxed in the secret garden for a while and that’s when the plan started to unravel. 
 

The nice level path passes the Slide Rock (no doubt wearing out the seats of many trousers over 
the years), and the memorial high above the river to those local men killed at the Battle of 
Waterloo. Just before the point where there is a junction of paths we came across a 2 m high 
steel mesh barrier and an ominous “Footway Closed” notice. There had been no previous 
warning and no alternative route. There was little choice but to go back some considerable 
distance and walk on a higher path instead.  
 

And guess what? 300 m along this upper 
path was identical barrier and notice. (Why 
there was no early warning of the path 
closures is a question that can only be 
answered by local authority or utility 
contractors. They do seem to have laws of 
their own and the expression “public 
servants” means nothing to them). 
 

There was nothing for it but to walk back to 
the cars through the (not unattractive) 
streets of Great Torrington. No harm was 
done other than half an hour lost so we 
went on to Rosemoor.    
 

Having got in for free (how U3A members 
love that!) what did we find? Parts of the 
garden had identical barriers and “Path 
Closed” signs. 
 

There are days when you just cannot win! 
But it will be a day to be remembered! 
 

John Noblet 



 

National Trust Visits 

 

T 
he National Trust Visits Group got off to a good start a couple of weeks ago. They visited 
Saltram House using public transport. This meant that they were able to do a linear walk 
through the estate, starting at Marsh Mills and ending up at Laira Bridge. 

 

There are a few things you may not know about Saltram (borrowed, it has to be admitted, from 
the NT guide to Saltram). 
 

Origins: The name of the estate originates from the salt harvested from the nearby 
estuary. Salt was a vital commodity in the Middle Ages and consequently Saltram gained early 
status. On this, later owners built their fortunes and ultimately an impressive Georgian mansion 
house that was transferred to the National Trust in 1957. 
 

The Parkers: The Parkers, from nearby Boringdon but it is a long story, were an ambitious 
family. They served their country and both houses of Parliament, in the Royal Court and on the 
battlefields of the Boer wars. Some made money, other married money and several were very 
adept at spending money. 
 

The women of Saltram: The Parker family had a happy knack of marrying money, just at 
the moment when it was most needed. The women who married in were partners in every sense, 
fully involved in developing the estate and shaping the way it looked and was used. 
The Parkers as patrons: In the 18

th
 century Saltram was a melting pot of creative activity and it is 

certain that what the Parker family lacked in funds they more than made up for in matters of taste 
and patronage. The house contains some of the best examples of Robert Adams’ interiors and of 
early Chinese wallpapers. 
 

After exploring the house and 
formal gardens the group took 
a stroll along the estuary of the 
River Plym identifying, as far 
as possible, the numerous 
wading birds on the receding 
tide. After passing the 
amphitheatre and the 
underwhelming grotto they 
processed to the 2½ bridges 
across the Laira before 
catching a bus back to 
Plymouth city centre and doing 
their best to support the 
struggling high-street shops.  
 

A good, if blustery, day. 
 

The next outing to Lanhydrock is on Friday May 17th. If you want to join the group, sign up at 
the meeting but remember to bring your NT card on the visit. 
 

John Noblet 
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The Linguistic Hub 

 

Brexit – A Beautiful Blend? 

 

B 
rexit, Brexit, Brexit – in the words of the 1985 Chart topper by Wet Wet Wet, it seems as if 
it is “all around us, everywhere we go”. There’s no escaping it. If the ‘Word of The Year’ is 
determined on frequency of usage alone, then Brexit would seem to have the title 

wrapped up and we’re only just reaching the end of April! Whilst being aware that we are 
recommended to avoid political issues in the U3A (for obvious reasons!), being fascinated by the 
English language and words in particular, I thought it might prove interesting to look at Brexit from 
a linguistic perspective. 
 

Peter Wilding, the Chairman of the think-tank British Influence, is credited with having coined 
(invented) Brexit – he first mentioned it in an article in May 2012, many months before the 
referendum. He claims that the inspiration (if it can be called that) came from the previous 
neologism (new word) Grexit, which was coined in response to the possibility of Greece 
leaving the Eurozone. This would probably explain why Brexit has been adopted rather than the 
other possibility of Brixit.  
 

The whole concept of Brexit has produced many new expressions and words such as Remainer 
and Brexiteer to name but two, and whoever thought that the word backstop which up until 
recently was merely a position in sport could become so widely used and discussed! Brexit 
effectively demonstrates one of the reasons for neologisms needing to be coined – social 
change. Other reasons are technological change, the influence of youth culture, multi-culturalism 
and the influence of mass media. The golden age of neologisms was arguably the Renaissance 
period when Shakespeare alone was accredited with introducing many new words into the 
English language. Although, for the record, he probably didn’t invent all of these words but he 
was the first person to write them down. 
 

But, back to Brexit and how words are coined rather than why. Brexit is a blend, which is a 
neologism created when two existing words are blended together and some elements of one or 
both words are dropped. So, Britain and exit becomes Brexit. Other commonly used blends are 
smog (smoke and fog) and spork (spoon and fork). Another way of forming neologisms when two 
words are combined is compounding. Words such as ice-cream originally started out as two 
separate words which have become compounded over the years; sometimes compounds have a 
hyphen joining them, sometimes not.  
 

In Old English, compounds were used extensively and often in a metaphorical sense, when used 
like this they are referred to as kennings: an example being whale-road for the sea. Shakespeare 
was influenced by this as can be seen by his use of sea-swallowed for drowned. 
 

Two other popular methods of coinage are acronyms and initialisms. An acronym is when the 
initials of collocated words form a new word in its own right such as scuba (Self-Contained 
Underwater Breathing Apparatus) or radar (Radio Detection and Ranging). An initialism is formed 
when the initials do not form an actual word and it has to be spelt out i.e. BBC. 
 

The English language has one of the largest vocabularies of any language and is somewhat of a 
magpie when it comes to borrowing words from other languages. It makes sense that when we 
are exposed to an unfamiliar or ‘foreign’ object or concept, we adopt that language’s or culture’s 
word for it. Hence the words igloo, mitzvah, kangaroo and kamikaze are all in regular use – I’ll 
leave you to work out which language or culture we’ve borrowed from in each instance. 
 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Clipping is when is when a word is shortened to one of its parts such as exam (from 
examination) and flu (from influenza). Affixation is when an affix is added to a root word – this can 
be a prefix (re is added to discover = rediscover), a suffix (eer is added to Brexit = Brexiteer) and 
even an infix (although these are rare in English and generally only used colloquially).  
 

Neologisms sometimes occur when existing words are converted from their original word class 
i.e. a noun becomes a verb. The most obvious and widely used example of conversion has to be 
Google – as a neologism it was originally a noun signifying a search engine on the internet, it has 
now become the verb of choice for looking up something on the internet ‘google it’. The trickiest 
neologisms to spot are those created by the process of back formation. This is when various 
affixes are reduced, changing the word i.e. editor loses the suffix and becomes edit – one could 
argue that it’s a type of conversion but the word itself has been altered to form the neologism. 
The final methods of coinage are, for me, the most fascinating – brand names and eponyms. A 
brand name is exactly what it says it is – a company or brand’s name becomes adopted as the 
root word for such an object or activity. So we all hoover our carpets with our hoovers or dysons, 
when we have a headache we take an aspirin and we wrap our parcels using sellotape.  
 

Eponyms are neologisms which are named after the person who inspired or coined them. 
We are all familiar with the idea of The Earl of Sandwich and The Duke of Wellington, but who 
knew that there was a German mechanical engineer called Rudolf Diesel or a French acrobat 
called Jules Leotard? 

 

Well, whether or not Brexit does become the Word of The Year 2019 which is a distinct possibility 
considering the definition given by the Oxford Dictionaries (“the word or expression that is judged 
to reflect the ethos, mood or preoccupations of the passing year, and have lasting potential as a 
term of cultural significance”), we shall have to wait and see. But, hopefully, the next time 
someone mentions Brexit you will have something different to contribute to the discussion! 
 

I shall leave you with one last little nugget of linguistic information – although Brexit is all about 
Britain leaving Europe, exit is a borrowing from Latin!  

 

Robin Neave Eye Halve a Spelling Chequer 
 

 Eye halve a spelling chequer 
 It came with my pea sea 

 It plainly marques four my revue 

 Miss steaks eye kin knot sea. 
 

 Eye strike a quay and type a word 

 And weight four it two say 

 Weather eye am wrong oar write 

 It shows me strait a weigh.  
 

 As soon as a mist ache is maid 

 It nose bee fore two long 

 And eye can put the error rite 

 Its really ever wrong.  
 

 Eye have run this poem threw it 
 I am shore your pleased two no 

 Its letter perfect in it's weigh 

 My chequer tolled me sew.  

Neologism Quiz 

 

1. Hoodie 

2. Quisling 

3. CD 

4. LOL 

5. To network 

6. Chocolate 

7. Motel 
8. Bus 

9. Escalator 
10. Backstop 

Thanks to Robin Neave for these 
two items. Answers to the Quiz on 

page 19 (inside the back cover) 
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A Visit to Crownhill Fort 
(Probably the best preserved of Palmerston’s follies) 

 

L 
ord Palmerston, somewhat to the dismay of his government (plus ca change!), built a large 
number of forts, particularly to protect our naval ports at a time when the French navy was 
strengthening in the mid 1800s. They were to protect from land invasion as well as sea. By 

the time they were completed their guns were obsolete and the perceived need had gone. 
 

Crownhill was one such fort guarding the northeast approach to Plymouth and Devonport. It was 
built between 1863 and 1866. The contractor, in the fine tradition of Government contractors, 
went bankrupt so the fort was completed by the Royal Engineers who then became the first 
occupants. Although many Victorian forts were abandoned Crownhill remained in MOD use until 
1986 housing infantry, WW II anti-aircraft guns and, post war, 59 Commando. In 1986 it was 
bought by the Landmark Trust. It now houses a museum, offices and some limited holiday 
accommodation. 
 

The fort is seven sided and surrounded by a thirty foot deep, thirty foot wide ditch dug out by 
2000 labourers. Its all-round defence has 350 rifle loopholes, mostly at the level of the bottom of 
the ditch to kill off any invaders who survived the onslaught of guns and mortars fired from the 
next level up in the caponiers (bits sticking out so that the guns could rake along the ditch)and the 
ramparts. All these firing points are linked by the Chemin de Ronde at the upper level, a system 
of linked passageways of quite frightening similarity. We were strongly urged to keep together 
while venturing there and counted and recounted on exit! 
 

The prize gun is the Moncrieff 
Disappearing Gun. The barrel is raised 
up to fire and then sinks back aided by 
the recoil – now you see it, now you 
don’t. The reconstruction is one of only 
two in the world. 
 

On the inside of the fort are displayed 
two of the accommodation areas. The 
fort held 350 men, 3 sergeants and six 
officers. The men were twenty to a 
room. There they slept, lived and kept 
all their possessions, fetching food from 
the cookhouse to eat in their room. One 
exhibition shows the condition for the 
mid-Victorian occupants and the other a 
WW II scene. 
 

The view from the ramparts is excellent to the north, these days providing fine views of KFC and 
B&Q across the ditch. I could not help but think though that a lot of money could have been 
saved. After all any landward invasion – by foot, horse or tank – would have had progress 
completely disrupted by the continuous succession of highly trained although amateur saboteurs 
cycling along the A386. 
 

Val Turner 

 



Rough Crossing 

  

A 
s soon as I saw the name of the playwright who had penned the  drama coming to the 
Theatre Royal in Plymouth, Tom Stoppard, I knew I had to sign up for it. He is a 
stunningly brilliant writer and I have loved the plays of his that I have seen. I should, 

however, have been warned by the title “Rough Crossing”! Despite Bill Kenwright presenting it, 
Andre Previn’s music and a good cast who did  their best, the play was far too convincing  in 
portraying a very dodgy voyage across the theatrical stage. Stoppard is renowned for his 
brilliantly satirical use of language, his clever characterisation and his stunning use of language. 
Instead we were faced with a mundane plot, unconvincing characterisation and words which are 
far from sparkling. 
  

The producer and cast did their best and Previn’s music was appealing. The concept of a group 
of people trapped together on a ship crossing over to New York who have to cope with the 
contrasting personalities of two famous playwrights, one jealous composer, a scarily 
incompetent, and drunk, waiter and a flirty heroine is an appealing one. Sadly the interaction 
between them was trite and tedious. I felt that I didn’t care about the careers of the characters or 
the performance which these characters were supposedly going to create on stage in the States. 
The play lacked sparkle, humour and wit, all the qualities which I usually expect from a Stoppard 
drama.  
  

Ah well! I will just have to wait for a real pantomime!!!!  
 

Diana Brace 

 

 

Evita  
 

P 
lymouth G&S Fellowship, while continuing to mount productions of the Gilbert and 
Sullivan operas, find that in order to attract younger audiences and performers it helps to 
intersperse these with popular musicals carefully chosen to provide music in similar semi-
operatic traditions. 

 

Evita is an Andrew Lloyd Webber/Tim Rice musical with very 
few spoken words and some really demanding music. 
Accompanied by a professional group of musicians under the 
direction of Paul Foster – the group’s Emeritus Director 
returned for this production, and some interesting percussion, 
the large cast provided constant changes of scene and 
costumes and made full use of the different levels of the 
stage and flexible sets with sliding panels and balconies to 
tell the story of Evita Peron’s career.  
 

Rising from 15 year old night club singer and radio actress to marriage to Argentina’s president, 
international diplomat, and charity worker then her death from cancer at 33, Evita is stunningly 
portrayed by Helen Haviland; her husband, Juan Peron is played by Peter Clement, the narrator 
Che by Mike Noble, and other members of the cast gave us an excellent interpretation of the 
period and the music, expertly directed by Mark Sidey. 
 

If you missed this one, the company can be seen locally in a Pirates of Penzance workshop at 
Bere Alston on Saturday 11

th
 May, then in Tavistock Town Hall in West End Wonders on 

Saturday 25
th
 May, and their Limelight cast at the United Reformed Church in The Strange 

Adventure of Gilbert And Sullivan on Saturday 8
th
 June. 

 

Rosy Griffith 



 

Skittles 

 

S 
kittles – no, not the chewy fruit sweet beloved of children, but the ancient country game of 
nine pins (or “nine men’s lives”) now reinvented as the automated C20th ten pin bowling. 
 

The U3A Skittles group disdains the modern travesty and confines its interest to the traditional 
form most popular in Devon and Somerset of nine wooden pins played either in a bespoke alley 
or, as in our case, a temporary erected platform in a local pub.   
 

Pins are arranged in a diamond pattern with one of the points facing the bowler at some 24ft 
distance. The heavy balls (or cheeses) are either of solid rubber or possibly resin with the aim of 
maximising, by knocking down pins, a score per person and per team. 
 

Our skittles season (Autumn through Spring) has just concluded when on this occasion twelve 
members divided into two teams competed for the much-vaunted top prize today of a ‘bunch of 
bananas’. The games take place at the Blacksmith’s Arms in Lamerton, once a month on a 
Tuesday morning followed by a convivial (if you won a banana!) lunch. One attraction of this 
traditional game apart from the prestige of winning and the lunch is that unlike most games/sports 
it is unregulated, open to all under self-administered rules dictated by Norma. 
 

After the team game, time permitting, we play a quick-fire individual round of ‘Killer’ whereby 
each player has one ball and three lives. A life is lost if no skittle is knocked down – elimination 
through the loss of one’s three lives produced another winner for the equally sought-after prize 
today of an apple – all very ‘green’ 
 

Look out for the start of the next season in the Autumn; what could be a more enjoyable morning 
with no histrionics!!  
 

Colin Sansom  (I enjoyed the banana!) 

 

Birdwatching 

 

The weather forecast for the week was cold, wet and windy so we were contemplating 
rescheduling our March outing but couldn’t find a suitable alternative. We therefore decided 
to go for it anyway. As it turned out it was the driest day of the week and although cold and 
windy the 9 of us didn’t get at all wet! 
 

There were fewer birds than we have previously seen at Saltram but still a good variety and 
mix of small and large including Curlew, Shelduck, Cormorant, Heron, Dabchicks, Nuthatch, 
various tits and the obligatory Robins who love to accompany us. We didn’t see or hear the 
Green Parakeets as we did last year but I’m told they roost in a tree outside Plymouth 
railway station! Noisy birds they are too so if they are around you cannot miss them! 
 

After a welcome lunch and warm-up in the café we watched the Mandarin and Peking Ducks 
(Yes! the real, live variety) on the pond outside before heading back to our cars. 
 

For our next outing on 20
th
 May we plan to visit Roborough and Clearbrook. 

 

Rosemary Edwards 

 

 



 

Woodtowners Reading Group 

 

This year, having chosen our 24 books from Devon County Library Service, we have covered 
an even wider range of countries than ever before. 
 

We stayed here in Britain only once for the entirety of "The Paying Guests". Two women 
planned the murder of the lodger in a boarding house. The author related events from a lesbian 
point of view as she described the changes in attitude following the horrors of WW1. 
 

The main characters of " Monsoon Summer", escaping the Blitz in 1942, met in a country 
house outside London but moved to India. Living with her husband's family, the English wife 
attempted to continue her work as a midwife, despite hostility and prejudice. 
 

A Scottish miner in the 19th century left behind a life of abject poverty to work as a stevedore in 
the London docks. Following his deportation to Virginia, in "A Place Called Freedom", we read 
about the harsh conditions of slave plantations in the context of a romantic novel. 
 

As for time scale? "Lavinia" is accorded one line in Vergil's epic poem but becomes a fictional 
heroine, living on the banks of the Tiber in the classical age. She is wooed by Aeneas, fleeing 
the Fall of Troy. We entered a world of wood spirits, ghosts and tribal warfare. 
 

Then reality in Simon Shama's learned " History of the Jews" (second volume).This followed 
the expulsion from Spain in 1492  and the subsequent diaspora throughout Europe. Our 
members chose different chapters and periods, meeting prominent merchants, rabbis and even 
a boxer! All persevered against incredible odds to live safely amid persecution and distrust. 
 

Frances Stephens 

 

 

 
 

Digital Camera and the Computer Group 

 

I 
n the last year our group has continued to enjoy a variety of activities. We held internal 
presentations and discussions on various aspects of photography and of image 
manipulation, mainly using Photoshop Elements. 

 

We also continued to set a photographic “Challenge” subject each month; our members were 
asked to take up to six photographs, which we viewed and discussed in the following sessions. 
 

We enjoyed talks from invited speakers, such as Peter Lane’s “Sources of Inspiration” and we 
visited and photographed places, such as Wildside, together with other local outdoor locations. 
We also visited photographic exhibitions. 
 

 Our next meeting, on 29
th
 May, is a visit to Delamore House and our photographic “Challenge” 

for April was “Accidental letters and numbers”. 
 

John Dean 

 



Calstock Walk to Cotehele 

  

A 
 hot, sunny day in March. And I mean hot. The Tamar, winding its way up to Calstock, 
was as flat as a millpond, A group of us led by Jennie and Chris walked along from 
Calstock to Cotehele woods. We couldn’t believe the weather, it was like mid-summer. 

Sweaters off, t-shirts on. But in fact it was only just spring, the warblers had arrived and one or 
two people had even seen the odd swallow. Don’t you just love it when they come back. 
  

We stopped in the potter’s shed to have a quick look at what was on display and then walked up 
through the woods, alongside the stream. Everyone happily chatting away - surely it must have 
been more than the expectation of the cheese scones and elderflower presse that  awaited us at 
the restaurant at Cotehele? Bang goes the diet, I thought. Well it just looked so good. After a 
brief stop we continued to the gardens and then walked down through the woods to the path 
from the quay. The rhododendrons and azaleas were just amazing, as were the daffodils still. 
We’d certainly come at the right time. 
  

Now some of you will have done this walk many times before. But the views from the bank 
looking down on Calstock and the viaduct  certainly are very special. Are the peregrines still 
nesting under the viaduct? Have they finished 
building that beautiful house on the banks of 
the river? Will we see the little robin who 
hangs around the bench on the viewpoint, 
hoping to pick up a few crumbs from the odd 
sandwich?   What are they up to today in the 
boatyard?  So many things quietly going on 
around us as we walk. 
  

It’s only a little bit of uphill walking on the way 
back. I think of the Pilates class I’m missing. 
Am I still breathing out when I should be 
breathing in? It certainly feels like it. Much 
better exercising here than in the fitness 
studio though. I’ll get there one day and 
maybe even find my core that seems to be 
permanently missing. We walk back along the 
estuary, even stop to offer the builders some 
advice on taking down the scaffolding on 
Danescombe House. They look bemused. 
They’re putting it up. Oh well, best leave them 
to it then. 
  

We arrive back at the little café in Calstock. 
Jennie has warned them there might be an 
influx of hungry walkers for lunch. I’m looking 
forward to the Eggs Benedict I saw someone 
eating as we passed earlier. My stomach 
sighs with relief as we’re told they only do Eggs Benedict for breakfast and it’s now lunchtime. 
Most of us decide to sit outside in the sunshine, soaking up all that Vitamin D. 
 

So thank you to Jennie and Chris for organising a lovely walk for all of us - and of course, the 
wonderful weather we had! 
  

Shirley Smith 



Tuesday 14th May 

Walking from Burrator through Sheepstor woods. 4 miles                                                     Diana  

 

Thursday 23 May  

Walk from Bennett’s Cross, Golden Dagger Mine, Challacombe, hopefully to see fields of blue-
bells swaying in the wind. Return to the Warren House Inn for optional lunch.  
4-5 mls on moorland tracks with a few ups and downs.                                       Chris and Jennie 

 

Tuesday. 11th June 

Walking from Warren House Inn around Challacombe farm and back.  5 miles.                   Diana 

 

Thursday 27th June  

Details will be announced at the June meeting.                                                                       Tony 

The meeting place and time for all walks is the free car park at Pixon Lane (just below the Market 

Inn) at 9.40am. unless otherwise stated above. 

Bring lunch unless going for optional lunch where available. 

Walks 

 

 

 

The other Tuesday, I was really pleased to be 

going on John’s walk. A bit cloudy, but good 

walking weather.  

I was so mystified that more people did not 

chose to walk. Only two men and two women 

turned up. John is always well prepared, he 

knows Dartmoor and is very knowledgeable 

pointing out landmarks, curious facts about the 

history of the area and up to date knowledge of 

the modern machinery we come across near water 

or roads. 

I am 75, over weight, have a replacement hip 

and arthritis. Six and a half miles over a 

good, well planned route is quite easy for me. 

So where are the rest of you?  

You really are missing out. 

  

Happy Walker. 

Letter to the Newsletter Editor 

Notice seen on a bridge near 
Thomas Hardy’s birthplace by 

John Noblet 



 

THEATRE NEWS 

 

 

The Theatre Royal has recently released new shows and we have reserved tickets for the 
following: 

September Tide by Daphne Du Maurier.   An amateur show by The Tamaritans in the 

Drum.  These seats are unreserved and you sit where you like if you get there early. 

Thursday 27 June at 7.45 £13.  Deadline May. 

The Hunchback of Notre Dame by Victor Hugo.  Another amateur show by the WCP 

Theatre Company in the Drum. These seats are unreserved and you sit where you like if 

you get there early.  Saturday 20 July at 2.45 £14.  Deadline June. 

The Girl on the Train.  A play adapted from Paula Hawkins novel. Thursday 3 October at 

2.30 £33 circle row C. Deadline July. 

The Rocky Horror Show.  Richard O’Brien’s legendary rock ‘n’ roll musical returns to 
the UK as part of a sell-out worldwide tour. Friday 11 October 5.30 £32.50 circle row C.  

Deadline July. 

Giselle Birmingham Royal Ballet.  One of the most celebrated classical ballets, staying true 

to the classical spirit and steps of the original. Thursday 24 October 2pm £36 upper circle 

row B.  Deadline June. 

 

Please collect your tickets for Annie and Romeo and Juliet. 
 

There is a new payment deadline imposed by the theatre for We Will Rock You which means the 
people already signed up will need to pay at the meeting in May. This show is a sell-out and the 
last 5 tickets I reserved are scattered in the upper circle, so please discuss whether you are 
happy to have individual seats if you were amongst the last to sign up. 
 

Also please pay for September Tide this month if you want to go to that show. 
If you are not going to be at the meeting you can send a cheque payable to Tavy U3A to me at 6 
Hessary View Tavistock PL19 0EZ to arrive before the deadline.  
 

Other shows available 

The Bodyguard – the musical. Thursday 22 August 2.30 in circle £52.50 Deadline June. 

Buddy 30
th
 Anniversary Tour Thursday 5 September 2.30 in the circle row A at £29 Pay 

by June. 

 

Local News 

 

The Tavonians are preforming Bronte (about the three Bronte sisters and their brother Branwell) 
in November. They are holding auditions on Sunday 12 May at Kingdon House. Details on 
website www.tavonians.org 

 

Saturday 25th May  7.30  – ‘West End Wonders’ concert Tavistock Town Hall with Plymouth 
Gilbert and Sullivan Fellowship in association with Lions Club of Tavistock. 
 

I have included the poster for a Pirates of Penzance workshop taking place in Bere Alston on 
Saturday 11

th
 May.  Everyone is welcome! 

 

Janet Hunt  



Thursday May 2
nd

 

Visit to BBC Studios in Plymouth. No further places available. 
  

Friday, May 10
th

 

Guided walking tour of Okehampton, including the castle, with John Noblet.  Meet at 9.30am at 
Tavistock bus station for the service bus OR 10.30 am at the White Hart, Okehampton by own 
transport. Cost £2. Places still available. 
  

Wednesday May 15
th

 

Visit to Ambrosia factory. No further places available. 
  

Saturday June 29
th

 

Coach and boat to Sidmouth. Depart Tavistock at 8.45 am by coach to Exmouth for 11.00 am sailing 
to Sidmouth for 12.30 pm arrival. Depart Sidmouth at 4.00 pm. Sailing is dependent on sea 
conditions. Cost £20 inclusive. Places still available. 
 

Date TBA 

An Inter U3A Quiz. If you would like to be part of the Tavy District U3A Team please sign up on the 
sheet on the Events Table 

  

All further details are on the lists on the Events table at the back of the Town Hall at the monthly 
meetings where you can sign up and pay for these events.  

  

Events

Please make sure that you have the Group 

Leader’s mobile phone number if you are 
joining a Group on a trip or day out. Such 

occasions might be a Social event, a 
Walking or Birdwatching group or similar. 

 

There have been instances where 
members have been held up on their way 

to a meeting place and have not been able 
to contact the leader to let them know.  

Answers to Neologism Quiz 

 1. Affixation 

 2. Eponym 

 3. Initialism 

 4. Acronym 

 5. Conversion 

 6. Borrowing 

 7. Blend 

 8. Clipping 

 9. Brand name 

 10. Compounding 



TAVY  

 

DISTRICT  
 

 

 

Tavy District U3A 

 meets on the  
first Wednesday of 

the month  
at 2.00pm in 

Tavistock Town 

Hall 

   

Chair Paul Ward 610608 

Vice Chair Barry Smith 611076 

Business Secretary Robin Neave 854766 

Treasurer Randall Williams 859167 

Membership Tony Rose 481569 

Groups Liaison  Pippa Gardner 616007 

Newsletter Distribution Susan Neal 611076 

Speaker’s Liaison Jane Ward 610608 

Two Moors Liaison Barry Smith 611076 

Equipment Officer   

Catering Liaison   

   

Events Committee Norma Woodcock 613597 

 Lillian Taylor 617720 

 Chris Webb 613884 

 Diana Smirles 612763 

 Janet Hunt 613088 

   

Webmaster Hilary O’Neill 854565 

 web@tavydistrictu3a.org.uk  

The Committee  

Our Speaker Programme for the next few months: 
 

June 5th 

Autonomous Submersibles 

Paddy Dowsett 

 

July 3rd 

Medicinal Herbs 

Frances Howard 

Last date for inclusion in the next 

Newsletter is 20th June  
 

Email to                                                
johnnoblet@tavydistrictu3a.org.uk 


